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form the results of the investigations in the linguistic aspects o 
rofessor Renou has increased the debt of lin 

talists to him. Mthout aiming at perfection and complete 
tainable on account of a considerable lack of preparat 
many irretriev;rble lacunas in our knowledge - the learned, 
completely succeeded in describing the main characteris 
as written in different epochs d in a variety of styles d 
ty centuries of its existence. though the book cannot be said to be 
addressed to the general reader it will prove an excellent introduc 
to the subject for those who are interested in Sanskrit and have some 
experience of reading the 1 anguage. t will also be of great, value 
those students of Indo-European linguistics who attempt seriously to 
apply themselves ?:o the history oc n __- - :_ 1 ~ langaage *w&h mWi always remain 

essential to the understanding of the whole family of languages to 
it belongs. 

The book begins with an account of the Vedic period, especially 
e I&veda (phonetics, morphology, 

a discussion of the younge 
bility of socia and geograp 
has not been touched upon), the other samhit%, the 
brshmanas, upanisads and sfitras. The author is no 
giving evidence of a certatin scepticism wi h regard to 

ectations of success cherished by some of those who attempt to 
explain large parts of the Vedic vocabulary through a stu 

ravidian idioms. 
Next the importance of Zinini and the other great gram 

examined with refe %ence their relations to the s 
their influence upon the e l generation of authors, t 
between Sanskrit an.1 the e Indian idio 
scriptions. he three other chapters are 1 

ented by an a undance of references and exam 
rit and its continuation (*pur&pas, tantras etc.) 

classical Sanskrit in its various aspects-the idiom of the comm 
narrative Sanskrit the dialogues in the stage-plays, the kgvya proper, 
its style, vocabulary and grammar -, an 

Jainas in their extensive literatures. All these 
escribed and cha.racterized profoun 

the relative facts and ook also conta 
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